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Extraction table with elec. height-adjust UFH-E


Extraction table with electric height-adjustment. Light industrial design with the ergonomics in focus. The table has been designed for standing and sitting work with good space for the knees.


The electric height-adjustment makes it possible to find the ideal working height.
For use in relation to dust, smoke and fumes.
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Product Features



	Electric height-adjustment from 638-938mm
	Table lengths 1000, 1500 and 2000mm
	Designed with an extra deep working area of 950mm (suction area 824mm)
	The wide base construction of the table provides great stability
	Carrying capacity/workpiece weight up to 200kg per length meter (evenly spread)











Product Highlights
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Hinged top and  sides for optimizing the suction when closed








Sides and top
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Under the separation chamber dust and sparks are precipitated in an easy accessable dust container








Dust container
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Effective extraction by steel lamellas in the backwall. Designed for minimizing the backlash of particles








Preseparator panel
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The table can be raised or lowered through buttons on the front. With memory.








Electric height-adjustment















Product video

Click for product video (Youtube)



Efficient extraction
    Extraction in connection with work, where the table ensures evenly distributed airflow. Using the recommended air volumes pollution can effectively be removed within 400mm over the table surface. Up to 100mm from the front and sides of the table it is also possible to ensure effective catching speeds. The operator must only place the workpiece on the table - the suction must not be moved according to the task.

 




Easy mounting, connection and operation
    The table is delivered completely assembled. Only central fan and filter unit must be connected and adjusted. Connection of piping to table is optional on either the right or left side.
 Process air is led in through table ribs or backwall and out through outlet at table end. This ensures the user a clean air supply.
 Dust is collected in dust container in table bottom.
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UFH-E
Tabletop with extraction
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UFH-E-B
 Tabletop and backwall with extraction
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UFH-E-BS
 Tabletop and backwall with extraction and top and sides without noise damping
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UFH-E-BS-ISO
 Tabletop and backwall with extraction and top and sides with noise damping
  








Extraction table type UFH-E
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Extraction table type UFH-E-B
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Extraction table type UFH-E-BS
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Extraction table type UFH-E-BS-ISO
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Additional equipment
    As additional equipment, we can deliver:

	Backwall with extraction
	Backwall with extraction and top and sides without noise damping
	Backwall with extraction and top and sides with noise damping
	Fittings for mounting of extraction arm type RGF
	Perforated tabletop for existing surface
	Plate for mounting of vice or the like
	Fixture for mounting on fixture base/plate for vice for fixing pipes
	LED fluorescent lighting fitting
	Mounting of 3m cable and 230VAC-Schuko-plug for fluorescent lighting fitting
	Plug-adapter from Schuko-plug to 230V
	Plug-adapter from Schuko-plug to CEE plug 16A 230V
	Steel slats, stainless steel slats or plastic slats (POM)
	Extra connection ø161mm, ø201mm or ø251mm (muff measurement)





Extraction table type UFH-E
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* Height-adjustable
 ** Muff measurement
  


Extraction table type UFH-E-B
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* Height-adjustable
 ** Muff measurement
  


Extraction table type UFH-E-BS
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* Height-adjustable
 ** Muff measurement
  


Extraction table type UFH-E-BS-ISO
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* Height-adjustable
 ** Muff measurement
  




Related Products
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Differential pressure transmitter TRDU



Read more
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Cyclone filter CJF, CJF-V and CJF-HV



Read more
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Cyclone filter ACF, ACF-T and ACF-V



Read more
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Fan RV -C



Read more












Documents


Some of the documents require login. Order your login here.




Brochures	
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Instructions	



Login to access the documents.







Pictures	



Login to access the documents.







Drawings	



Login to access the documents.
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General information


Measurements, colours, regulation, labeling etc.




Read more











Do you want to purchase this product?


Find distributor




Or call us

+45 7452 3075




























Gram Clean Air A/S
Lysbjergvej 10, Hammelev 
6500 Vojens 
Danmark

View Google map

Telephone: +45 74 52 30 75
E-mail: info@gramcleanair.com

Tax no.: DK 36 83 18 12

Follow us:
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